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Metadata Challenges for Multimedia 

"Professional" Metadata

Augmenting Professional Metadata

"Amateur" Metadata

"Contextual" Metadata



What Is Multimedia?

Media:

Text

Audio (speech, music, sound)

Graphics and Images

Moving Images

Multimedia -- Composed of more than one form of media

Time-based media -- Audio and video

The Metadata Questions - A Reminder 

What objects have metadata assigned to them?

What is the granularity of the object?

What metadata is being assigned?

What is the format of the metadata?

What standards for the metamodel or controlled vocabulary are being 

followed?

Who is assigning the metadata?



What Does it Mean to Describe Something?

Identify / scope the thing to be described

Study it to identify its important properties or features

Compare it with other things like and unlike it

Select or develop a system / vocabulary for description using "good" 

categories and terms 

Create the descriptions, measurements, and other statistics about the object, 

either "by hand" or by some automated / computational process

Concepts and Relationships for Multimedia 
"Documents"

playlist, album, queue

composite, collage, mix, remix

clip, sample, bite

remake, cover version

layout, presentation, performance

broad-/narrow-/simul-/tele-/web-/pod- cast

installation, environment



What's Different About Describing Multimedia?

Sensory Gap

Semantic Gap

Proliferation Problem

The Sensory Gap [1]



The Sensory Gap [2]

The gap between an object and a computer's ability to sense and describe 

the object

An infinite number of different "signals" or representations can be produced 

by the same object, depending on its distance, orientation, illumination, etc.

Likewise, different objects can produce similar "signals"

Human perception is remarkable in its ability to recognize when different 

"signal patterns" are the same object or when similar patterns are different 

ones

But the problem is difficult for computers... "in the case of object classification 

... the performance of the best computer models cannot rival the performance

of a three year old child"

The Semantic Gap

Instruments, devices, sensors and so on encode data in formats that are 

optimized for efficient capture, storage, decoding, or other criteria

As a result, the content / representation / encoding / material of the object is 

semantically opaque, and can't be (easily) processed to understand what the 

object "means"

So there is a gap between the semantic descriptions that people assign to 

objects and the descriptions that can be assigned by computers or other 

automated mechanisms

That's why multimedia needs metadata!



What's this Picture About?

Name That Tune



Text has No "Semantic Gap"

The Proliferation Problem [1]

Moore's Law as applied to digital cameras and video recorders has given 

them vastly higher resolution and greater storage capacity

Non-professional consumers now create very large collections of multimedia 

objects

With many more objects created by many more people, the average object 

has less "value" and doesn't justify significant effort to organize and describe 

it



The Proliferation Problem [2]

Without ways to manage it (metadata creation and use) we lose the 

advantages of digital media

Many current approaches are insufficient, perhaps misguided, and certainly 

ignore a lot of what we already know

Great opportunity for innovation and invention, especially interdisciplinary 

approaches that combine technology and social considerations

Are these "Gaps" Really New Problems?

Museums face some of the same or similar problems in describing art works 

and artifacts:

There may be many artifacts that represent the same "work" - this is like the 

"sensory" gap

The materials or medium in which the artifact is embodied don't convey semantics 

"on their surface" - this is the semantic gap

There may be so many artifacts of a particular type that some get only limited 

descriptions - this is like the proliferation problem 

Museums have been around a LONG time... the Ashmolean at Oxford was 

opened in 1683



Just A Matter of Degree?

But Some Problems May Be New

The temporal structure of multimedia, especially video, mandates new 

descriptive vocabulary

Video and music meet emotional/psychological needs that are more complex 

than those for "documents" - so the descriptions of the latter have to be able 

to address these needs

People don't access or retrieve music "to satisfy information requirements"



"Professional" Metadata for Multimedia and 
Non-textual Works

Museum works and other non-text artifacts have long been described by 

professionals using structured metadata according to classification rules

The descriptions are often "layered" beginning with accessible properties with

more analytic descriptions added for those objects that warrant them

Panofsky's Three Levels of Meaning

Description

Identification

Interpretation



Description

The "primary" or "natural" subject matter of a work

The generic elements or things depicted in, on, or by an object / image / art 

work

These would be recognizable by anyone, regardless of their expertise or 

training

Identification

The name of the subject or thing depicted in the work

Can require research or fact assembly from other sources



Interpretation

The meaning or theme represented by the subject matter or iconography of 

the work

This meaning is often symbolic, and grounded in the culture in which the work

was created

Done by domain and methodology experts

EXAMPLE: Mantegna's "Adoration of the Magi"



The Getty Vocabularies

Art and Architecture Thesaurus

A structured vocabulary of more than 133,000 terms, descriptions, bibliographic 

citations, and other information relating to fine art, architecture, decorative arts, 

archival materials, and material culture

Organized using facets for objects, materials, physical attributes, styles and 

periods, activities, agents...

Union List of Artist Names

Thesaurus of Geographic Names

Art and Architecture Thesaurus



Union List of Artist Names

Thesaurus of Geographic Names



"Faceted Metadata for Image Search and 
Browsing"

Prof. Marti Hearst and graduate students project to complement professional 

categorization metadata with extracted content metadata

(Semi-)automatically create faceted classification system by aligning 

descriptions using WordNet ontology

Faceted classification scheme used to generate user interface that 

encourages browsing along with traditional descriptor search

(The Delphi project 

goes even further -- we'll talk about it when we get to NLP)

Flamenco Facets



Flamenco Catalog Item

"Amateur" and "Semi-Professional" Metadata 

Flickr, YouTube, and other collections of multimedia works are characterized 

by non-standard classification schemes

There is no "professional" metadata to start with and build upon

Result 1: Unstructured tagging with little use of controlled vocabularies within 

each collection

Result 2: No standardization or interoperability across collections



PIM in a Music Collection

Movie Categories: Amazon, Blockbuster, Netflix



Podcast Classification - Hierarchical

Podcast Classification - Different Hierarchy



Podcast Classification - Faceted

PodcastDirectory.com

(http://www.podcastdirectory.com) uses facets of Genre, Region, Language, 

and Popularity

But doesn't control values in all facets!

The Need for Contextual Metadata

"This process of manual metadata tagging, subjective and labor-intensive, may

work for Corbis, but it's a lot to ask of the rest of us... The metadata most of us

attach to our photos is pretty pathetic. We... end up with a hard disk full of 

photos with names like DSC00012.jpg and DSC00234.jpg. As the years go on,

DSC00234.jpg will become an archaeological artifact that might as well be

labeled Don't_Know_Don't_Care.jpg." -- David Weinberger



Contextual Metadata

Metadata about the context in which some content was "captured"

Location, time, other people or things present are basic elements, but there 

are many more

This kind of information has often been collected, but not usually analyzed 

and applied to description until afterwards

Non-Automated Contextual Metadata in 
Museum Catalog



Exchangeable Image File Format (Exif) for 
Digital Cameras

Extending Exif with Geo-Referencing (Naaman 
et al)



Integrating Other Resources 

Automatic Metadata Example -- "Sri Lanka at 
Dusk"



Readings for INFO Lecture #19

Jennifer Tidwell, Designing Interfaces, "Chapter 2, Organizing the Content: 

Information Architecture and Application Structure."

Jennifer Tidwell, Designing Interfaces, "Chapter 4, Organizing the Page: 

Layout of Page Elements"

Globalization, Localization, Internationalization and Translation

Mano Marks and Kelly Snow, "User Interface Design Patterns: Strengths, 

Challenges, and Future Directions"


